Your English book

Please remember...

...to always include a title and the long date.

...to underline both your date and title in pencil (with a ruler).

...to rule off from your last piece of work (using a ruler and pencil).

...to leave lines between sentences. It helps the editing process!

...to put 1 neat line through any mistakes (using a pencil and ruler).
Your Maths book

Please remember…

...to always include a title and the short date.

...to underline both your date and title in pencil (with a ruler).

...to rule off from your last piece of work (using a ruler and pencil).

...to put one digit in each square. Do NOT put one number in each square.

...to put 1 neat line through any mistakes (using a pencil and ruler).
Your Science book

Please remember...

...to always include a title and the long date.

...to underline both your date and title in pencil (with a ruler).

...to rule off from your last piece of work (using a ruler and pencil).

...to use line guides to keep your handwriting neat (remember to miss out lines).

...to put 1 neat line through any mistakes (using a pencil and ruler).